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This paper presents an efficient video coding algorithm: Three-dimensional
embedded subband coding with optimized truncation (3-D ESCOT), in which
coefficients in different subbands are independently coded using fractional bit-plane
coding and candidate truncation points are formed at the end of each fractional
bit-plane. A rate-distortion optimized truncation scheme is used to multiplex all
subband bitstreams together into a layered one. A novel motion threading technique
is proposed to form threads along the motion trajectories in a scene. For efficient
coding of motion threads, memory-constrained temporal wavelet transforms are
applied along entire motion threads. Block-based motion threading is implemented
in conjunction with 3-D ESCOT in a real video coder. Extension of 3-D ESCOT to
object-based coding is also addressed. Experiments demonstrate that 3-D ESCOT
outperforms MPEG-4 for most test sequences at the same bit rate.  2001 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The explosive growth of the Internet and advances in multimedia technologies have
enabled many new applications and services. Although network bandwidth and digital
devices’ storage capacity are increasing rapidly, video compression continues to play an
essential role due to the exponential growth in size of multimedia content. Furthermore,
many applications require not only high compression efficiency, but also enhanced
functionalities and flexibilities. For example, in order to facilitate content-based media
processing, retrieval, and indexing, and to support user interactions, object-based video
1 Z. Xiong’s work was supported in part by the NSF under the CAREER Grant 0096070, the ARO under the
YIP Grant DAAD19-00-1-0509, and a gift grant from the Microsoft Corporation.
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coding is desired; in order to effectively deliver video over heterogeneous networks (e.g.,
the Internet) and wireless channels, error resilience and bit rate scalability are important;
and in order to make a coded video bitstream usable by different types of digital devices
regardless of their computational, display, and memory capabilities, resolution/temporal
scalability is needed.
Standard coders such as H.26x and MPEG-x do not satisfy the above requirements
due to lack of scalability. The recent MPEG-4 standard [1] adopts object-based video
coding in order to support more applications. However, scalability in MPEG-4 is very
limited. Experiments with MPEG-2 and H.263 in scalable mode show that, compared with
monolithic (non-layered) coding [2, 3], the average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) 2
loses roughly one dB with each layer. Furthermore, it is difficult for these coding schemes
to achieve scalability because there is always a potential drifting problem [4] associated
with predictive coding. Although there are proposals for MPEG-4 streaming video profile
on fine-granularity scalable video coding, these are limited to providing flexible rate
scalability only and the coding performance is still about 1–1.5 dB lower than that of a
non-layered coding scheme [5].
As an alternative to the predictive approaches in various video coding standards,
three-dimensional wavelet video coding has been investigated recently by several re-
searchers [6–10] and shown to be competitive with standard motion compensated (MC)
predictive coding. Although 3-D wavelet video coders usually require a larger buffer and
incur a longer delay than standard coders, an important feature of the 3-D wavelet ap-
proach is the support of scalability in the compressed video. With embedded coding tech-
niques, wavelet video coding achieves continuous bit rate scalability. Furthermore, because
of the multiresolutional nature of wavelet analysis, both resolution and temporal (frame
rate) scalabilities can be easily supported. As in any video coder, the issue of how to ex-
ploit the motion information is an important one in 3-D wavelet coding. Both block- and
frame-based motion estimation/compensation methods are investigated, and results in the
literature show that good motion models can significantly improve the coding performance
of 3-D wavelet coding.
In this paper, we present an efficient video coding algorithm: 3-D embedded subband
coding with optimized truncation (3-D ESCOT) [11], in which coefficients in different
subbands are independently coded using fractional bit-plane coding and candidate
truncation points are formed at the end of each fractional bit-plane. A rate-distortion (R-D)
optimized truncation scheme is used to multiplex all subband bitstreams together into a
layered one. The 3-D ESCOT algorithm and the 2-D embedded block coding with optimal
truncation (EBCOT) algorithm [12] in JPEG-2000 are conceptually similar; they differ
mainly in how each subband is coded.
We also propose a novel motion estimation technique, dubbed motion threading, to
capture the motion information by forming threads along the motion trajectories in a scene.
Except for isolated threads (or pixels), each thread starts with an emanating pixel and ends
with a terminating pixel. Pixels (if any) in the middle of a thread are continuing pixels.
The aim of motion threading is to form long threads for efficient coding. To reduce the
bit rate in coding the motion information, block-based motion threading is adopted in 3-D
ESCOT. Consequently, all emanating and continuing pixels in a block (e.g., of size 16×16)
2 The PSNR is defined as 10log10(2552/MSE) and measured in decibels (dB).
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share the same motion vector. For efficient coding of motion threads, we invoke a memory-
constrained 3-D wavelet transform framework based on lifting [13] and apply the temporal
transform along each full motion thread.
Finally, we extend 3-D ESCOT to object-based coding with shape-adaptive 3-D wavelet
transform, shape-adaptive 3-D ESCOT, and object-based motion threading, where all
emanating and continuing pixels in an object now share the same motion vector.
We compare the coding performance of 3-D ESCOT with that of MPEG-4 at different bit
rates using standard test sequences. We find out that: (1) 3-D ESCOT outperforms MPEG-4
for most sequences at the same bit rate; (2) motion threading in 3-D ESCOT generally
improves the objective quality in terms of average PSNR and the subjective visual quality
of decompressed video; and (3) object-based motion threading is more effective than block-
based motion threading in object-based MC 3-D ESCOT.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the 3-D wavelet
transform with focus on the lifting-based implementation of the temporal transform;
Section 3 details the 3-D ESCOT algorithm; and Section 4 is devoted to motion threading.
Motion compensated 3-D ESCOT and the extension of 3-D ESCOT to object-based
coding are covered in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively. All experimental results
are presented in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper with discussions on future
research.
2. THREE-DIMENSIONAL WAVELET TRANSFORM
In 3-D ESCOT, the Daubechies 9/7 biorthogonal filters of [14] are used in all three
dimensions to perform a separable wavelet decomposition. The temporal transform and
2-D spatial transform are done separately by first performing three levels of a dyadic
wavelet decomposition in the temporal direction, and then within each of the resulting
temporal bands, performing three levels of a 2-D spatial dyadic decomposition. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1. As a result, we obtain a total of 40 subbands after 3-D wavelet
transform.
We compute the 2-D spatial transform with odd-symmetric extensions over the
boundaries. When the video sequence is long, it is impractical to buffer all resulting
pictures for the temporal wavelet transform. One way to avoid this is to break a long
FIG. 1. Separable 3-D wavelet transform. Three levels of a dyadic wavelet decomposition are performed
in the temporal direction, followed by three levels of a 2-D dyadic decomposition within each of the resulting
temporal bands.
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sequence into groups of pictures (GOPs) and transform each GOP independently. However,
this method introduces boundary effects in the decoded video. That is, picture quality or the
PSNR between the original and decompressed pictures drops severely at GOP boundaries,
sometimes up to several decibels. This results in very annoying artifacts during video
playback. The reasons for this are the non-orthogonality of the wavelet transform and, more
importantly, the artificial GOP boundaries introduced by the odd-symmetric extensions.
We use the lifting-based memory-constrained 1-D temporal transform scheme described
next to avoid introducing artificial GOP boundaries. It is assumed that the Daubechies
9/7 biorthogonal filters are used in the temporal transform (shorter filters require less
memory).
2.1. Lifting-Based Implementation of Temporal Transform
It was shown in [15] that every FIR wavelet or filter bank can be decomposed into lifting
steps and that each lifting step can be further split into elementary operations. Figure 2
shows a standard five-step lifting implementation, where an odd-symmetric extension is
assumed over the boundary of a 1-D signal of length ten. From Fig. 2, we see that when
the current and past samples are already available, each output coefficient is at most related
FIG. 2. Standard five-step lifting implementation of the Daubechies 9/7 biorthogonal wavelet transform for a
1-D signal of length ten. Symmetric extensions are used over signal boundaries. Except the last scaling step, each
basic lifting step involves elementary operations shown in the right. α =−1.5861, β =−0.05298, γ = 0.8829,
δ = 0.4435, and ζ = 1.1496.
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to the next four samples for a one-level wavelet decomposition. Thus, a minimum buffer
of five samples (the current plus four future samples) is needed.
Based on this observation, we proposed a memory-constrained algorithm to compute
1-D temporal transform of a long video sequence in [16]. A finite buffer is used
to continuously process one part of the sequence at a time by buffering coefficients
at intermediate lifting steps towards the end of one GOP and finishing the job until
intermediate coefficients from beginning of the next GOP are available. This is much
like the classic “overlap-save” approach in Oppenheim and Schafer [17] to implementing
discrete Fourier transforms of 1-D (e.g., speech) signals.
Because we need to buffer five pictures to compute the first-level temporal transform,
we also need five first-level lowpass wavelet pictures to obtain one lowpass picture in
the second-level temporal transform. But because of the interleaving nature of wavelet
pictures in the lifting implementation, we have to buffer the four first-level highpass
wavelet pictures in between, hence we actually compute nine first-level wavelet pictures.
A 13-picture buffer is thus needed to compute one lowpass picture in the second-level
temporal transform from the original pictures. In general, if we define Buf (i) as the
minimal buffer requirement in terms of number of pictures for implementing an i-level
wavelet decomposition with this method, then Buf (i) can be calculated from the following
recursive formula:
Buf (i + 1)= Buf (i)+Buf (i)− 1+ 4 = 2Buf (i)+ 3, i ∈ Z+, with Buf (0)= 1. (1)
We use a 29-picture buffer to compute the three-level temporal transform of the
whole video sequence without introducing artificial GOP boundaries in the middle of the
sequence, thus eliminating the boundary effects.
3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL EMBEDDED SUBBAND CODING WITH OPTIMAL
TRUNCATION (3-D ESCOT)
After 3-D wavelet transformation, the wavelet coefficients can be coded with a bit-
plane coding scheme like 3-D SPIHT [9]. The 3-D ESCOT algorithm described here
is very powerful yet flexible. It is powerful because the context formation in arithmetic
coding does not have to be restricted to the rigid cubic structure imposed by zerotrees
in 3-D SPIHT. It is flexible due to the fact that samples on each bit-plane are coded
one at a time, making the extension to object-based coding very easy, as we will see in
Subsection 6.2.
The 3-D ESCOT is in principle very similar to EBCOT [12] in the JPEG-2000 standard,
which offers high compression efficiency and other functionalities (e.g., error resilience
and random access) for image coding. In extending the 2-D EBCOT algorithm to 3-D
ESCOT, we use a different coding structure and form a new set of 3-D contexts for
arithmetic coding that makes the algorithm very suitable for scalable video compression.
Specifically, each of the 40 subbands is coded independently in our new coding structure. 3
The advantage of doing so is that each subband can be decoded independently to achieve
3 This is different from EBCOT, where large subbands are further divided into non-overlapping blocks (e.g., of
size 64× 64) for independent coding.
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flexible spatial/temporal scalability. The user can mix an arbitrary number of spatio-
temporal subbands in any order to obtain the desired spatial or temporal resolution. Another
advantage is that R-D optimization can be done among subbands to improve compression
efficiency.
Context modeling for arithmetic coding in 3-D ESCOT is explained in detail below.
3.1. Three-Dimensional Context Modeling for Arithmetic Coding
Suppose a finite sequence of wavelet coefficients x1, x2, . . . , xN is generated after




p(xi |xi−1, . . . , x1), (2)
which is obtainable by arithmetic coding. Under the assumption that the random
process producing x1, x2, . . . , xN is Markovian, the key issue is to estimate the con-
ditional probability p(xi |C), for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The problem of context modeling has
to do with picking the appropriate context C and estimating p(xi |C). Several re-
searchers have studied this problem for wavelet image coding and reported very good
results [18, 19]. Efficient context modeling involves adaptive context formation and as-
signments.
In 3-D ESCOT, we take advantage of the orientation-invariant property of wavelet
subbands to reduce the number of contexts used in arithmetic coding. For example,
horizontal and vertical subbands, i.e., the HLH and HHL bands in Fig. 1, can share the
same contexts and coding scheme if we transpose the horizontal subbands to have the
same orientation as the vertical subbands before encoding. After subband transposition,
we have one LLL band, nine LLH bands, 21 LHH bands, and nine HHH bands. Within
each subband, the wavelet coefficients are coded bit-plane by bit-plane.
Adaptive context formation in 3-D ESCOT primarily relies on a binary-valued
state variable σ [i, j, k] that characterizes the significance of coefficient x[i, j, k] at
position [i, j, k] after subband transposition. It is initialized to 0 and toggled to 1
when x[i, j, k]’s first non-zero bit-plane value is encoded. Depending on the state of
σ [i, j, k], the binary information bit of x[i, j, k] is coded at each bit-plane using one
of the following three primitives: zero coding (ZC), sign coding (SC), and magnitude
refinement (MR). If σ [i, j, k] = 0 in the current bit-plane, we use ZC and SC to code
new information about x[i, j, k]; otherwise, MR is used instead. The sign of x[i, j, k] is
defined as
χ[i, j, k] =
{
0, if x[i, j, k]> 0,
1, if x[i, j, k]< 0.
(3)
Each of the above three coding primitives has its own context formation and assignment
rules, which are described in the following.
• Zero coding. When a coefficient x[i, j, k] is not yet significant in previous bit-
planes, i.e., σ [i, j, k] = 0, this primitive is used to code new information about whether it
becomes significant or not in the current bit-plane. ZC uses significance information about
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FIG. 3. Four types of neighbors are considered in context formation and assignments for ZC in 3-D ESCOT.
x[i, j, k]’s immediate neighbors as contexts to code its own significance information. The
following four types of neighbors are considered (see Fig. 3):
— Immediate horizontal neighbors. There are two of them and we denote the
number of significant ones by h, with 0 ≤ h≤ 2.
— Immediate vertical neighbors. There are two of them and we denote the number
of significant ones by v, with 0 ≤ v ≤ 2.
— Immediate temporal neighbors. Again there are two of them and we denote the
number of significant ones by t , with 0 ≤ t ≤ 2.
— Immediate diagonal neighbors. There are 12 of them and we denote the number
of significant ones by d , with 0 ≤ d ≤ 12.
The context assignments for ZC are listed in Table 1 (if the conditions of two or more rows
are satisfied in the same time, the lowest-numbered context is selected). These context
models are determined experimentally and a probability table is maintained under each
context to drive a single adaptive arithmetic coder to code the significance information of
x[i, j, k].
TABLE 1
Context Assignments for Zero Coding
LLL and LLH bands LHH bands HHH bands
h v t d Context h v + t d Context d h+ v+ t Context
2 x x x 0 2 x x 0 ≥6 x 0
1 ≥1 x x 0 1 ≥3 x 0 ≥4 ≥3 1
1 0 ≥1 x 1 1 ≥1 ≥4 1 ≥4 x 2
1 0 0 x 2 1 ≥1 x 2 ≥2 ≥4 3
0 2 0 x 3 1 0 ≥4 3 ≥2 ≥2 4
0 1 0 x 4 1 0 x 4 ≥2 x 5
0 0 ≥1 x 5 0 ≥3 x 5 ≥0 ≥4 6
0 0 0 3 6 0 ≥1 ≥4 6 ≥0 ≥2 7
0 0 0 2 7 0 ≥1 x 7 ≥0 1 8
0 0 0 1 8 0 0 ≥4 8 ≥0 0 9
0 0 0 0 9 0 0 x 9
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TABLE 2
Context Assignments and Sign Prediction for Sign Coding
hs =−1 hs = 0 hs = 1
vs ts χˆ Context vs ts χˆ Context vs ts χˆ Context
−1 −1 0 0 −1 −1 0 9 −1 −1 1 8
−1 0 0 1 −1 0 0 10 −1 0 1 7
−1 1 0 2 −1 1 0 11 −1 1 1 6
0 −1 0 3 0 −1 0 12 0 −1 1 5
0 0 0 4 0 0 0 13 0 0 1 4
0 1 0 5 0 1 1 12 0 1 1 3
1 −1 0 6 1 −1 1 11 1 −1 1 2
1 0 0 7 1 0 1 10 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 8 1 1 1 9 1 1 1 0
• Sign coding. Once x[i, j, k] becomes significant in the current bit-plane, the SC
primitive is called to code χ[i, j, k]. SC also utilizes high-order context-based arithmetic
coding, whose context models are based on the three quantities hs , vs , and ts defined as
hs =min{1,max{−1, σ [i− 1, j, k] · (1− 2χ[i − 1, j, k]
+ σ [i + 1, j, k] · (1 − 2χ[i + 1, j, k] }}; (4)
vs =min{1,max{−1, σ [i, j − 1, k] · (1− 2χ[i, j − 1, k]
+ σ [i, j + 1, k] · (1 − 2χ[i, j + 1, k] }}; (5)
ts =min{1,max{−1, σ [i, j, k− 1] · (1 − 2χ[i, j, k− 1]
+ σ [i, j, k+ 1] · (1− 2χ[i, j, k+ 1] }}. (6)
The context assignments for SC are shown in Table 2, where χˆ is an auxiliary quantity
signifying the sign prediction under a given context. These assignment rules are also
determined experimentally and the symbol sent to the arithmetic coder is χˆ ⊕ χ .
• Magnitude refinement. This primitive is used to code new information about
x[i, j, k] if σ [i, j, k] was switched to one in a previous bit-plane. MR uses its own three
contexts for arithmetic coding:
— If this primitive has never been used for x[i, j, k], the context is zero;
— If it has been used for x[i, j, k] and x[i, j, k] has at least one significant
neighbor by now, the context is one;
— Otherwise the context is two.
3.2. Fractional Bit-Plane Coding
Using the above three coding primitives with only 27 contexts (10 for ZC, 14 for SC,
and 3 for MR) in bit-plane coding, one can generate an embedded bitstream for each
subband with good coding performance. The practical coding gain of 3-D ESCOT over 3-D
SPIHT [9] (and EBCOT [12] over SPIHT [20]) stems from two aspects: one lies in high-
order context modeling for sign coding and magnitude refinement; the other one is the use
of fractional bit-plane coding, which provides a practical means of scanning the wavelet
coefficients within each bit-plane for R-D optimization at different rates. Specifically, the
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coding procedure in 3-D ESCOT consists of the following three consecutive passes in each
bit-plane:
• Significance propagation pass. This pass processes coefficients that are not yet
significant but have a preferred neighborhood. A coefficient is designated as having a
preferred neighborhood if and only if it has at least one significant immediate diagonal
neighbor for HHH bands, or at least one significant horizontal, vertical, or temporal
neighbor for other bands. For these coefficients, we use the ZC primitive to code their
significance information in the current bit-plane and, if any of them become significant in
the current bit-plane, the SC primitive to compress their sign bits.
• Magnitude refinement pass. Coefficients that became significant in previous bit-
planes are coded in this pass. The binary bits corresponding to these coefficients in the
current bit-plane are coded by the MR primitive.
• Normalization pass. Processed in this pass are coefficients that were not coded in
the previous two passes. These coefficients are not yet significant, so only ZC and SC are
applied in this pass.
Each of the above passes processes one fractional bit-plane in the natural raster scan
order. Note that processing ZC and MR in different fractional bit-planes comes naturally
from their separate treatments in context modeling. In addition, the processing order of the
three fractional bit-planes follows the order of their perceived R-D significance levels. The
first fractional bit-plane typically achieves a higher R-D ratio than the second one, which
in turn is easier to code than the third one. Using fractional bit-plane coding thus ensures
that each subband gives an R-D optimized embedded bitstream.
3.3. Bitstream Construction and Scalability
In the previous coding stage of 3-D ESCOT, an embedded bitstream is generated for each
subband. In this stage, bitstreams corresponding to different subbands will be truncated
and multiplexed to construct a final bitstream. The question now is how to determine
where to truncate a bitstream and how to multiplex different bitstreams in order to provide
functionalities such as rate and resolution scalability. The optimal bitstream truncation and
multiplexing procedure is described below.
• Bitstream truncation with R-D optimization. Given a target bit rateR0, our objective
is to construct a final bitstream that satisfies the bit rate constraint and meanwhile
minimizes the overall distortion. The end of each fractional bit-plane is a candidate
truncation point. The R-D pair at each candidate truncation point can be obtained by
calculating the bitstream length and distortion at that point. Thus we can construct an
operational R-D curve for each subband and find its convex hull. All valid truncation
points must lie on this convex hull so that R-D optimality at each truncation point can
be guaranteed. Optimal rate allocation over all subbands is achieved when operation points
on all operational R-D curves have equal slope λ. The slope λ0 corresponding to R0 is
found via a fast bisectional algorithm [21].
• Multi-layer bitstream construction. To make an L-layer bitstream, we first select L
R-D slopes λ1, λ2, . . . , λL with |λ1|> |λ2|> · · ·> |λL|. With every R-D slope λi , we find
a corresponding truncation point and obtain a layer of bitstream from each subband. The
corresponding layers from all the subbands constitute the ith layer of the final bitstream.
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Depending on its available bandwidth and computational capability, the receiver can
selectively decode the first few layers.
• Bitstream scalability. Fractional bit-plane coding in 3-D ESCOT ensures that the
final bitstream is scalable with fine granularity. Furthermore, because each subband is
coded independently, it is easy to vary resolution and frame rate in 3-D ESCOT. Last
but not least, the final bitstream can be rearranged to achieve other functionalities easily
because the offset and length of each layer of bitstream for each subband are coded in the
header of the bitstream. This makes the final bitstream very flexible for use in applications
like video browsing and multicast over the Internet.
4. MOTION THREADING
4.1. Motivation
High-order context modeling and fractional bit-plane coding described in the previous
section make 3-D ESCOT so effective that it outperforms 3-D SPIHT by an average
of 0.33–1.7 dB. Furthermore, even without motion compensation, 3-D ESCOT achieves
better R-D performance than MPEG-4 for most low-motion (e.g., head-and-shoulder)
sequences and high-motion sequences. 4 However, for sequences with transitional motion
like panning, 3-D ESCOT without motion compensation gives worse R-D performance
than MPEG-4. In addition, 3-D ESCOT generally could not compete effectively against
MPEG-4 in terms of visual quality. This is because the temporal transform in 3-D ESCOT
has an averaging effect on the motion flow that causes motion blur, while MPEG-4 uses
a motion model that is highly effective in most real-world cases. This motivates us to
incorporate motion models in 3-D ESCOT.
Several related works on MC 3-D transform video coding have appeared in the literature.
Taubman and Zakhor [6] use a simple pan compensation and demonstrate a 0.56–
1.29 dB gain compared to their 3-D subband coder without motion compensation, on three
sequences at various bit rates. Ohm [7] and Choi and Woods [8] use various methods
to fill holes and treat overlapping motion trajectories created by block matching motion
compensation. Unfortunately, the coding gain due to these methods appears to be slight.
For example, 3-D SPIHT [9] with the best method in [8] only does 0.23 dB better than
without motion compensation.
In a different approach, Wang et al. [10] apply global motion compensation to warp
each picture into a common coordinate system. The sequence of warped pictures forms a
3-D volume with an arbitrary region of support (AROS). A critically sampled 3-D wavelet
transform is applied on this volume, followed by 3-D SPIHT coding. After this volume is
decompressed in the decoder, it is unwarped back to a regular sequence. The resulting 3-D
SPIHT coder with global motion compensation achieves a gain of 0.56–2.42 dB for typical
sequences over 3-D SPIHT without motion compensation.
4.2. Basic Idea of Motion Threading
Motion threading is conceptually very similar to global motion compensation in [10].
Instead of warping a sequence of pictures into a 3-D volume with AROS, which requires
4 We defer presenting coding results to Section 7 and focus on motion compensation here.
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FIG. 4. A 2-D example of motion threading.
extra memory for buffering, we form threads along the motion trajectories in a scene.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4 with a 2-D example. Except for isolated threads (single
pixels), each thread starts with an emanating pixel and ends with a terminating pixel.
Pixels (if any) in the middle of a thread are continuing pixels. The aim of motion
threading is to form as many long threads as possible because too many short threads
will significantly increase the number of artificial boundaries and degrade the coding
performance.
After motion threads are formed, we apply the memory-constrained temporal transform
described in Subsection 2.1 along each full motion thread before 2-D spatial transform of
each resulting temporal band. This can be viewed as computing the 3-D wavelet transform
of a regular volume filled with 3-D motion threads of different lengths. Using motion
threading not only saves memory, but also avoids the need for post-warp resampling, which
causes a loss of roughly 0.7 dB in coding performance [10].
4.3. Current Implementation
There are many ways to implement motion threading. Our current implementation (see
Fig. 5), however, resembles the block-based approach in Ohm [7] and Choi and Woods [8].
The main reason for using a block-based approach is to reduce the bit rate when coding the
motion information. Although the block-smoothness constraint imposed by this approach
is suboptimal, it strikes a nice balance between computational complexity and coding
performance.
Starting from the first block B1 in the ith picture, we search for its best matching block
Bˆ1 in the (i + 1)st picture and record the corresponding motion vector MV1. Any block-
based motion compensation algorithm can be used for this purpose. A full-search algorithm
is used with a block size of 16× 16 in our implementation. For threads that reach B1 from
previous pictures, we extend them to Bˆ1 following MV1. Obviously, pixels from B1 in
these continuing threads are continuing pixels. We treat all non-continuing pixels in B1
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FIG. 5. Block-based implementation of motion threading.
as emanating pixels 5 and connect threads between them and their corresponding pixels
in Bˆ1.
For the second block B2 in the ith picture, we again search for its best matching block
Bˆ2 in the (i + 1)st picture and record MV2. Let the overlapping region between Bˆ1 and Bˆ2
be T (it could be empty); then pixels in B2 (shaded region in Fig. 5) corresponding to T
are treated as terminating pixels because all pixels in T are taken by threads connected to
pixels in B1. Threads from pixels outside T in B2 are extended from the ith picture to the
(i + 1)st picture following MV2 the same way as those from pixels in B1.
Continuing the above process, we can identify terminating, continuing, and emanating
thread pixels in each remaining block in the ith frame and extend threads from all
continuing and emanating pixels in that block along its motion vector.
Starting with all emanating pixels in the first picture, we apply the above block-based
procedure on each picture and extend motion threads from picture to picture in the
sequence. Upon reaching the last picture, all threads terminate.
5. MOTION COMPENSATED 3-D ESCOT
After motion threads are formed, we apply temporal transforms along each of them and
make use of the motion information in the context modeling for arithmetic coding. This
gives rise to MC 3-D ESCOT, where block motion vectors are differentially coded before
wavelet coefficients are coded in each GOP.
Because the length of a motion thread can be even or odd, a critically sampled wavelet
transform for signals with AROS is needed. Using the memory-constrained temporal
transform scheme described in Subsection 2.1, we perform a critically sampled in-phase
temporal transform on each thread before the 2-D spatial transform. The in-phase transform
implementation, to be described in Subsection 6.1, guarantees lowpass coefficients at even
positions and highpass coefficients at odd positions (or vice versa). It has the advantage
that, after temporal transform, both lowpass and highpass coefficients are automatically
5 There is no terminating thread pixel in B1 (the first block).
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FIG. 6. Critically sampled wavelet transform of motion threads—results after one-level temporal wavelet
transform of the threads in Fig. 4.
aligned for subsequent 2-D spatial transforms. Motion threads after one-level temporal
wavelet transform of those in Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 6.
Context modeling in 3-D ESCOT is also modified so that temporal neighbors (see Fig. 3)
of coefficient x[i, j, k] are taken along the motion thread. If any neighboring pixels do not
exist because x[i, j, k] is an emanating or terminating pixel, their value is assumed to be
zero.
6. EXTENSION OF 3-D ESCOT TO OBJECT-BASED CODING
Object-based 3-D ESCOT coding involves shape-adaptive 3-D wavelet transforms and
shape-adaptive 3-D ESCOT. With object-based motion threading, it becomes object-based
MC 3-D ESCOT.
6.1. Shape-Adaptive 3-D Wavelet Transform
Many approaches have been proposed in the literature for 2-D shape-adaptive wavelet
transforms. Depending on how the boundaries are treated, these approaches can be
roughly divided into four classes: (1) Shape-adaptive transforms based on projections
onto convex sets [22, 23]; (2) Shape-adaptive transforms using boundary filters [24, 25];
(3) Shape-adaptive transforms using lifting [13]; and (4) Shape-adaptive transforms using
extension methods over the boundaries [26–28]. A straightforward solution is given by
Li and Lei [28] using biorthogonal symmetric filters with symmetric extensions over the
boundaries. Since 2-D spatial transforms and temporal transforms are decoupled in 3-D
ESCOT, we use the method in [28], which is described briefly below in the case of odd-
length filters for a 2-D spatial transform. It was shown in [25] that odd-length biorthogonal
filters in combination with odd-symmetric extensions over the boundaries yield near-
optimal image coding results. For the temporal transform, we use the corresponding lifting
implementation of the filtering approach in [28] to save memory.
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FIG. 7. Critically sampled wavelet transform for both even- and odd-length signals using odd-length
symmetric biorthogonal filters and odd-symmetric extensions over the boundaries.
Consider a 1-D signal with finite length n > 1 (no transform is needed when n = 1).
Obtain a periodic signal with period N = 2n − 2 by adding odd-symmetric extensions
over its boundaries, as shown in Fig. 7. Note that, regardless of the signal length n, N
is always even so that there are an equal number of lowpass and highpass coefficients
in each period after a one-level wavelet transform. Compute the wavelet coefficients by
switching between lowpass and highpass filtering along the extended periodic signal.
This is possible because the centers of the lowpass and highpass filters are offset by
one, when odd-length symmetric biorthogonal filters are used. The order of filtering can
start with either lowpass or highpass within each period. The filtered signal (interleaved
wavelet representation) is also periodic with period N . Moreover, there are only n
distinct coefficients in each period, with one extra lowpass or highpass coefficient when
n is odd. This means that by using a biorthogonal symmetric wavelet transform with
symmetric extensions over the boundaries, one can compute critically sampled wavelet
transforms for both even- and odd-length signals. Figure 7 illustrates the boundary
extensions and filtering orders for the following four cases: (1) even length signal
starting at an even position; (2) even length signal starting at an odd position; (3) odd
length signal starting at an even position; and (4) odd length signal starting at an odd
position.
The filtering-based approach in each of these four cases has an equivalent lifting-based
implementation. For example, the lifting implementation depicted in Fig. 2 corresponds to
case (1) here. We select an appropriate lifting implementation for each temporal signal,
depending on its length and starting position in a given video object, and compute a
three-level temporal transform for the whole object with a 29-picture buffer. The in-
phase implementation rule is to have lowpass coefficients at even positions and highpass
coefficients at odd positions.
For 2-D spatial transforms of lowpass or highpass pictures after temporal transform,
either a filtering- or lifting-based approach can be used. We choose the filtering-based
implementation because memory is not so much a constraint here as in the temporal
transform. Figure 8 shows the foreground object in the first picture of the foreground
QCIF Akiyo sequence and its corresponding two-level in-phase shape-adaptive wavelet
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FIG. 8. Wavelet representation of the foreground object in the first picture of the pre-segmented QCIF Akiyo
sequence. (a) The original picture. (b) Shape-adaptive wavelet representation of the object.
representation using the method in [28] with the 9/7 biorthogonal filters. Note that we show
a two-level shape-adaptive wavelet representation here just for the purpose of illustration.
Three levels of spatial transform are used in 3-D ESCOT. From Fig. 8, it is plain to see that
a shape in the image domain induces a shape for each subband in the transform domain.
This wavelet-domain shape is used in 3-D ESCOT coding.
6.2. Shape-Adaptive 3-D ESCOT
One of the key differences between 3-D ESCOT and 3-D SPIHT is that the former uses
a sample-based high-order conditional arithmetic coding scheme, whereas the latter relies
on a rigid cubic zerotree structure. The zerotree symbol in 3-D SPIHT is very effective in
signifying a cubic block of zeros for efficient coding, but there is almost surely redundancy
in covering an AROS object with zerotrees and loss in zerotree coding of objects. The 3-D
ESCOT, although sample-based, is inherently a better coder than 3-D SPIHT. Its extension
to shaped-adaptive coding is straightforward and efficient. Only those wavelet coefficients
that belong to an object are coded in shape-adaptive 3-D ESCOT. If any neighboring pixels
of x[i, j, k] fall outside the object, we again assume that their value is zero in context
modeling. We call the resulting coder object-based 3-D ESCOT.
6.3. Object-Based Motion Threading
The idea of object-based motion threading is very similar to that of motion threading
described in Subsection 4.2. The only difference is that threads are now formed within the
given object.
There are also many implementations of motion threading for object-based coding.
We implement two of them: one is block-based; the other one is object-based. In the
block-based approach, because the sequence that embeds the given video object is of
regular shape (with flat background), we apply the block-based approach described in
Subsection 4.3 for motion threading on this sequence. The motion vector for each 16× 16
block in the ith picture is only searched for object pixels in that block over the (i + 1)st
picture. Thus, if a block lies completely outside the object, no motion threading is needed
for that block.
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In the object-based implementation, a single motion vector MVo for all object pixels in
the ith picture is searched over the (i + 1)st picture for the best match. For all pairs of
pixels following MVo from the ith picture to the (i + 1)st picture within the object, we
establish a continuing thread between each pair. After that, any remaining object pixel in
the ith picture is a terminating thread pixel; and any remaining object pixel in the (i+ 1)st
picture is an emanating thread pixel.
6.4. Object-Based MC 3-D ESCOT
With object-based motion threads, we now apply the in-phase temporal transform along
each of them before performing the 2-D shape-adaptive spatial transform on object pixels
in each temporal band. Context modeling is modified in the same way as in MC 3-D
ESCOT. That is, neighbors of coefficient x[i, j, k] are taken along the motion thread.
Block- or object-based motion vectors are differentially coded before wavelet coefficients
are coded in each GOP.
Object-based MC 3-D ESCOT extends MC 3-D ESCOT to object-based coding; it also
incorporates motion threading in object-based 3-D ESCOT. It is thus the most general
video coder within the 3-D ESCOT paradigm.
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We experiment with two standard QCIF sequences, Akiyo and Coast_Guard; and two
object sequences, foreground Akiyo and Coast_Guard (Object one). Each sequence is in
YUV format and has 288 pictures. We benchmark 3-D ESCOT coding against MPEG-4
coding using the same GOP size (16 or 32) and a fixed frame rate (30 fps) in all
experiments. We first run MPEG-4 (MS Version 16.0) on a sequence to obtain an average
bit rate and then code the sequence using 3-D ESCOT and 3-D SPIHT (if needed) with the
same average bit rate.
7.1. Coding Results with 3-D ESCOT
In this experiment, we compare 3-D ESCOT with MPEG-4 and 3-D SPIHT on Akiyo
and Coast_Guard. No motion threading is applied in 3-D ESCOT or 3-D SPIHT, while
block-based motion estimation is used in MPEG-4. Uniform bit allocation is adopted
among GOPs in 3-D ESCOT and 3-D SPIHT. Columns two and three in Table 3 list the
TABLE 3
Comparison of 3-D ESCOT with MPEG-4 and 3-D SPIHT in Terms of the Average PSNR
(in dB) at the Same Average Bit Rate on the Akiyo and Coast_Guard Sequences
Sequence Akiyo Coast_Guard Coast_Guard
GOP size 16 32 32
Average bit rate 35.02 kbps 44.67 kbps 140.36 kbps
Y U V Y U V Y U V
3-D SPIHT 32.08 34.22 37.16 26.44 38.95 41.22
MPEG-4 33.67 36.10 38.60 26.77 39.29 42.16 31.07 41.28 43.50
3-D ESCOT 33.76 37.15 39.14 27.25 39.75 40.97 30.69 41.91 44.14
MC 3-D ESCOT 27.28 39.13 39.67 32.24 42.09 44.34
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FIG. 9. Frame number vs PSNR plots for the luminance (Y) component from 3-D ESCOT, 3-D SPIHT,
and MPEG-4 coding of the QCIF test sequences. Uniform bit allocation is used among GOPs. (a) Akiyo, GOP
size = 16; average bit rate = 35.02 kbps. (b) Coast_Guard, GOP size = 32; average bit rate = 44.67 kbps.
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FIG. 10. The 48th picture in (a) the original Akiyo sequence, (b) the MPEG-4 decompressed sequence, and
(c) the 3-D ESCOT decompressed sequence. The GOP size is 16 and the average bit rate is 35.02 kbps for both
coders.
average PSNR (in dB) results given by different coders on these two sequences. Shown in
Fig. 9 are the six frame number vs PSNR plots from which we obtain the corresponding
average PSNRs in the luminance (Y) component in Table 3. These results show that
3-D ESCOT uniformly outperforms 3-D SPIHT. They confirm the advantage of context
modeling and fractional bit-plane coding in 3-D ESCOT over zerotree coding in 3-D
SPIHT.
The results also indicate that 3-D ESCOT is slightly better than MPEG-4 in terms of
average PSNR. For low-motion sequences like Akiyo, the 3-D ESCOT decompressed
video looks visually comparable to the MPEG-4 decompressed video. Figure 10 displays
the 48th pictures in three different versions of the Akiyo sequence. For sequences like
Coast_Guard with transitional motion, the dip on the 3-D ESCOT plot and the peak on the
MPEG-4 plot in Fig. 9b show that 3-D ESCOT without motion threading performs badly
when the camera pans while MPEG-4 handles the situation very well with MC predictive
coding. The 4-dB difference between the peak and the dip is also clearly reflected during
video playback.
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FIG. 11. Frame number vs PSNR plots for the luminance (Y) component of MC 3-D ESCOT and MPEG-4
coding for the QCIF Coast_Guard sequence at different rates. GOP size = 32. Uniform bit allocation is again
used among GOPs. (a) Average bit rate = 44.67 kbps. (b) Average bit rate = 140.36 kbps.
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FIG. 12. The 241st picture in (a) the original Coast_Guard sequence, (b) the MPEG-4 decompressed
sequence, (c) the 3-D ESCOT decompressed sequence, and (d) the MC 3-D ESCOT decompressed sequence.
The GOP size is 32 and the average bit rate is 44.67 kbps for all coders.
7.2. Coding Results with MC 3-D ESCOT
In this experiment, we compare MC 3-D ESCOT with 3-D ESCOT and MPEG-4 on
Coast_Guard. With our current block-based implementation of motion threading, MC 3-D
ESCOT performs objectively better than 3-D ESCOT, which is already better than MPEG-4
at low bit rate (44.67 kbps). At higher bit rate (140.36 kbps), MC 3-D ESCOT achieves
an average gain of over 1.6 dB over 3-D ESCOT on the Coast_Guard sequence. It turns
out that, without motion threading, 3-D ESCOT is not able to compete with MPEG-4 at
this relatively high bit rate. These results are included in Table 3. The six frame number
vs PSNR plots from which we obtain the corresponding average PSNRs in Y for the
Coast_Guard sequence in Table 3 are depicted in Fig. 11. We see from Fig. 11 that
MC 3-D ESCOT handles the camera pan in Coast_Guard reasonably well—the severe
PSNR dipping problem in 3-D ESCOT during transitional motion is by and large avoided.
Because of this, the visual quality of the 3-D ESCOT decompressed video improves
dramatically with motion threading. This can be seen from the trees in the background
of the pictures in Fig. 12, which displays the 241st pictures in four different versions of the
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FIG. 13. The 188th picture in (a) the original Coast_Guard sequence, (b) the MPEG-4 decompressed
sequence, (c) the 3-D ESCOT decompressed sequence, and (d) the MC 3-D ESCOT decompressed sequence.
The GOP size is 32 and the average bit rate is 140.36 kbps for all coders.
TABLE 4
Comparison of Object-Based 3-D ESCOT with MPEG-4 in Terms of the Average PSNR (in dB)
at the Same Average Bit Rate on the Foreground Akiyo and Coast_Guard (Object One)
Sequences
Sequence Foreground Akiyo Coast_Guard (Object one)
GOP size 32 32
Average bit rate 24.57 kbps 35.45 kbps
Y U V Y U V
MPEG-4 31.63 37.21 38.28 28.13 40.58 38.14
Object-based 32.10 37.91 38.08 28.48 40.38 39.67
3-D ESCOT (no motion threading) (no motion threading)
Object-based MC 29.91 40.67 39.97
3-D ESCOT (block-based motion threading)
Object-based MC 30.57 41.07 40.20
3-D ESCOT (object-based motion threading)
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FIG. 14. Frame number vs PSNR plots for the luminance (Y) component of object-based 3-D ESCOT and
MPEG-4 coding of video objects. GOP size = 32. Note that bits are allocated uniformly according to the total
number of object pixels in each GOP. (a) Foreground Akiyo; average bit rate = 24.57 kbps; no motion thread is
used in 3-D ESCOT for this object. (b) Coast_Guard (Object one); average bit rate = 35.45 kbps; both block- and
object-based motion threading methods are used in object-based MC 3-D ESCOT for this object.
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FIG. 15. The 100th picture in (a) the original foreground Akiyo sequence, (b) the MPEG-4 decompressed
sequence, and (c) the decompressed sequence from object-based 3-D ESCOT without motion threading. The GOP
size is 32 and the average bit rate is 24.57 kbps for both coders.
Coast_Guard sequence (one original and three coded at an average bit rate of 44.67 kbps.)
Figure 13 displays the 188th pictures in the original Coast_Guard sequence and three coded
versions at an average bit rate of 140.36 kbps.
7.3. Coding Results with Object-Based 3-D ESCOT
We now compare object-based 3-D ESCOT with MPEG-4 on coding the foreground
Akiyo and Coast_Guard (Object one). No motion threading is applied on either object
sequence in object-based 3-D ESCOT. For object-based MC 3-D ESCOT coding of
Coast_Guard (Object one), both block- and object-based motion threading methods are
used. Bit allocation is done uniformly according to the total number of object pixels in
each GOP. PSNRs are calculated with respect to object pixels only. Table 4 lists the average
PSNR (in dB) results given by different coders on these two object sequences. Figure 14
shows the six frame number vs PSNR plots from which we obtain the average PSNRs
in Y in Table 4. Figure 15 displays the 100th pictures in three different versions of the
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FIG. 16. The 200th picture in (a) the original Coast_Guard (Object one) sequence, (b) the MPEG-4
decompressed sequence, (c) the decompressed sequence from object-based 3-D ESCOT without motion
threading, (d) the decompressed sequence from object-based MC 3-D ESCOT with block-based motion threading,
and (e) the decompressed sequence from object-based MC 3-D ESCOT with object-based motion threading. The
GOP size is 32 and the average bit rate is 35.45 kbps for all coders.
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foreground Akiyo sequence. Figure 16 depicts the 200th pictures in five different versions
of the Coast_Guard (Object one) sequence.
These results indicate that 3-D ESCOT outperforms MPEG-4 on average for object-
based coding and that motion threading further improves the performance of 3-D ESCOT
in coding moving objects. Object-based motion threading is also proved to be more
effective than block-based motion threading for object-based video coding.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
An efficient 3-D ESCOT algorithm for embedded video coding is presented in this paper.
Motion threading is proposed in conjunction with 3-D ESCOT coding. The 3-D ESCOT
is also extended to object-based coding. The coding performance of the 3-D ESCOT
coder is demonstrated by benchmarking it against MPEG-4. Although 3-D ESCOT incurs
longer delay than MPEG-4, it offers functionalities such as bit rate and resolution/temporal
scalability. Applications of 3-D ESCOT coding include video on demand and Internet
streaming video.
Our current implementation of the 3-D ESCOT algorithm is based on extension of
EBCOT in context modeling and block-based motion threading. Many new ideas can be
incorporated into a better implementation. For example, innovative context formation and
assignment rules studied in [29] can be used to reduce the computational complexity and at
the same time improve the coding performance of 3-D ESCOT. In addition, an alternative
way of performing motion threading is to formulate it as a matching problem [30], where
each pixel in one picture can be connected to several matching pixels in the next picture to
form threads. Using the mean-squared error between two matching points as the distance
measure, one can find the optimal motion thread with minimum cumulative distance
along it via linear programming. Some smoothness constraint on the motion field can be
incorporated in solving the matching problem.
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